/ ' INTRODUCTION
The south end cap calorimeter (ECS) will need to be moved off of the detector platform to allow for the installation of new central tracking components. This engineering note documents the cryogenic and safety issues associated with the planned move. Because of the difficulty involved in building a temporary vent line out of the building, we plan to vent the ECS condenser flow, 6 scfm N2 into the assembly hall atmosphere. Information contained herein proves that this is safe even for failure/relief conditions.
CRYOGENIC ISSUES
The ECS was drained of liquid argon on 2128/96 and is currently kept cold (95 Kelvin) and isolated on the detector platform. We plan on keeping the ECS in this condition through out the multi-year upgrade project. The planned move will involve the following: 1.) Swap out of cryogenic control cables with extension cables. (Done) 2.) Installation of a bridge between the main beam and the south sidewalk. 3.) Isolation and capping of cryogenic services to the ECS. 4.) Move of the ECS directly southward approximately 25 feet. 5.) Reconnection of some cryogenic services.
The cryogenic and associated services to the calorimeters are listed below: 1.) 1 1/2" X 3" LN2 supply 2.) 6" Insulating vacuum header 3.) 4" Utility vacuum 4.) 1 112" x 3" GAr line 5.) 4" x 6" Vent line 6.) 1 112" x 3" LAr drain line 7.) Instrument air 8.) GN2 purge line for vent 9.) GHe for Cold valve, PV319A 10.) LAr Spill trough (already disconnected-all calorimeters empty) 11.) Cooling water for diffusion pump (disconnect at any time)
.lust before the move, each line will be taken out of service in an orderly manner. The tentative order will be as follows: 1.) LAr drain line: Isolated dewar. Pull ECS rotating u-tubes. Cap platform side. P&P platform side. ECS side cap has small P&P valve to clean between cap and PV318A. Remove air supply to PV318A. PV318A will be in a closed position. 2.) GHe for Cold valve, PV319A: Cap both sides. PV319A will be in a 50% open position.
3.) Utility vacuum: Remove air supply to PV315UV after verifying closed. Pull ECS rotating u-tubes. Cap both sides. 4.) GAr line: Pull ECS rotating u-tubes. Cap platform side. P&P platform side. ECS side cap has small P&P valve to clean between cap and PV314A. 5.) LN2 supply: Several days ahead of time we will lower the ECS pressure to 18 psia. Isolate liquid nitrogen line between MV491N and PVXOIN, PVX02N at the calorimeters. Warm line by doing a few P&P. Pull ECS rotating utubes. Cap platform side. P&P platform side but do not bring back on line. Attach VI flex hose to ECS side in anticipation of connection when moved to sidewalk. 6.) Vent line: Pull ECS rotating u-tubes. Cap platform side. Install ECS vent heater/check valve assembly in ECS side. 7.) GN2 purge line for vent: Cap both sides of connection to ECS. Establish cooling and steady state operating conditions to the CC and ECN. 8.) Insulating vacuum: Pull ECS rotating u-tubes. Cap platform side. Attach additional piping to bring ECS side to sidewalk level for a ready connection of a portable vacuum pump to maintain ECS vacuum. (Note: ECS vacuum ROR-1.9 microns per hour when isolated.) 9.) Disconnect instrument air to ECS.
Durin&: the move it is anticipated that the ECS pressure will rise 0.1 to 0.3 psi per hour. The average module temperature will rise 0.1 to 0.2 Kelvin per hour. It is expected that the ECS cryogenics will be disconnected for no more than two days.
After the ECS is moved to the sidewalk: 1.) Connect instrument air. 2.) Tum on ECS vent heater. 3.) Purge out the LN2 source and connect it to the ECS supply line. Establish liquid nitrogen flow through the ECS cooling coils and steady state pressure maintenance.
SAFETY ISSUES
The main safety issue that needs to be addressed is the ODa consideration of venting the nitrogen exhaust gas into the building. ODH calculations are included as an appendix. Three cases are considered. The first case is for the normal steady state operation of the ECS. The second case is a failure case where the control valve fails open and a maximum liquid nitrogen flowrate is dumped into the building. (This second case also happens to be equivalent to the maximum flow required for a pressure vessel main relief blowing due to a condenser rupture.) The third case is a failure case where the vacuum jacketed flex hose supplying the ECS with liquid nitrogen is severed. The ,...-calculations show that the ODH classification of the building stays class O.
Additional control features that were not taken into account make the analysis conservative. These features are: 1. A flow switch that will automatically shut off flow at the liquid nitrogen dewar in an overflow condition. 2. A liquid sensor in the ECS vent that will automatically shut off flow at the ECS condenser inlet valves if liquid is sensed. 3. ODH heads in the assembly hall remain active. 4. Building ventilation. natural and forced. was neglected. Only the cryogenic system exhaust fan which is monitored and tested daily was used. 1.0
The current assembly hall ODH analysis presented in D-Zero engineering note 3740.510-EN-258 has a summed total 0 -5.96 E-9. Adding the individual 0 1 s of the above cases does not change the conclusion that 0 < 1.0 E-7 which is the criteria for a class 0 ODH classification.
An additional item that needs to be addressed is the warm up heater that is going to be installed in the 4 x 6 rotating bayonet. A design sketch. pertinent calculations and circuit diagram are attached as appendix B. The 2 kW circulation heater and associated controls are existing equipment purchased for the D-Zero test beam. It was for a similar cryogenic application. The warm up heater will be set to bring the nitrogen exhaust gas up to room temperature by applying approximately 800 watts of heat. If the heater fails with no power. some frosting will occur locally without any safety risk. If the heater fails at full power. an over temperature cut-out switch will shut off itls power.
The heater can be considered to be a check valve in the vent pipe. It will rest in the female bayonet making a gas seal at the top by it's own weight (8 lbs). The normal flow path will be through the 3/4" pipe size heater and then exhausted out a standard FermiIab cryogenic check valve (Drg. 1650-MB 258040). The pressure drop at steady state flow is less than 0.01 psi. If the flow rate was increased significantly. (such as for a relieving case ) the heater/check valve assembly will lift. At 0.4 psid (> eight times the normal flow rate). the plate making the gas seal would lift. At that point an additional flow path between the 3 114" dia. heater sheath and the 4 114" -inside diameter pipe would be created. The heater may pop up and down during a relieving case. For a maximum flow relieving case, the heater/check valve assembly would either pop out of the bayonet port entirely or lift such that the pressure drop across the 3 II 4" x 4 II 4" annular path equals 1.0 psi. This pressure reacting on the 3 114" diameter bottom of the. heater will balance the 8 lbs. weight of the heater.
In the ECS pressure vessel engineering note (DO EN-329), it was calculated that the pressure drop through the normal vent line from the cryo comer to the vent pipe outside would be 2.13 psi at maximum flow capacity conditions. Since the maximum back pressure of 1.0 psi that the warm up heater could create is less. it does not decrease the relief valve capacity calculations in the engineering note.
CLOSING REMARKS
The details regarding the cryogenic and safety aspects of the ECS move have been thought out and planned. The cryogenic operation of the ECS calorimeter will be limited to maintaining it's pressure by keeping it cold and isolated while it is in it's temporary position off the platform. "r --=s- - CA"5E: 1r. t= ::: 10 = 3 .. 13 ')( 10-
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